
Enabling Hybrid Working Models

Real estate leaders recognize that hybrid working models of 
in-person mixed with remote work represents a permanent shift 
in the workplace. This change creates an opportunity both for 
improved employee experiences and reduced real estate costs. 
However, understanding exactly how to achieve workspace re-
duction while safely managing employee needs can be complex:

• Portfolio complexity: Implementing technologies and 
working models across multiple buildings and geographies is 
challenging.

• Unknown employee needs and behaviors: Even with 
employee surveys, it’s unclear exactly how often workers will 
want or need in-person space.

• Lack of decisioning data: Making rash space reduction 
decisions without supporting information could have serious 
negative consequences.

• Employee adoption: Informing employees of new working 
model protocols, compliance with social distancing, and 
ensuring adoption is difficult. 

Let the Data Lead the Way

Comfy has identified the technology and workflows in the 
Flexible Spaces solution to help guide a seamless employee 
transition to a hybrid working model while exposing the needed 
data for refined business decisions. The solution’s rich func-
tions, open platform, integration partners and consumer-grade 
mobile app enable rapid deployment across your organization 
while keeping your business flexible to the needs of the future.

• Comprehensive usage insights: Obtain crucial space 
utilization data to optimize your portfolio size and reduce 
operating costs.

• Scalable workplace transformation: Easily configure 
workspaces across your portfolio to create bookable spaces 
relevant to hybrid work modes.

• Intuitive employee experience: Drive safety, engagement 
and productivity with a consumer grade app.

• Easy employee collaboration: Empower employees to find 
and collaborate with co-workers.

• Measure and Improve: Understand employee preferences 
with data insights, iterate and improve the workplace 
experience.

Your Partner for Portfolio Rightsizing
Comfy, a Siemens company, offers a comprehensive 
solution to flexibly managing workplace reservations 
to inform portfolio planning decisions.
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Guiding a Successful Workplace Technology Implementation

The New Workplace Challenge

In recent months, organizations have embraced change 

and flexibility, especially in the workplace. New hybrid 

home/office workplace software solutions have become 

crucial to ensuring business continuity and a smooth 

transition to new workplace configurations.

But enabling technology is only part of the story. People, 

processes, physical space, and organizational objectives 

must be considered for such a sweeping workspace 

transformation to be successful. Without attention to 

these areas, the risk is high for business disruption and 

erosion of employee confidence and productivity.

A Smooth Workplace Transformation 

To ensure Comfy solutions are implemented in 

alignment with your company’s policies and needs, 

we’ve co-created a Change Management Playbook, 

a step by step guide to transitioning to a hybrid 

workplace.

The methodology in this playbook—complete with 

tear-out worksheets—equips you with the tools and 

tactics needed to deploy workplace technology at 

scale—everything from standing up a team to deploy 

the new working model, prioritizing technology 

solutions based on workplace needs, best practices for 

getting employees on board, and methods for sourcing 

feedback and sentiment. With this  

playbook you can:

•  Understand when to engage key members  
of your organization

• Make the process of implementation intuitive  
and engaging

• Increase awareness and educate employees  
about the value of Comfy

• Create a sense of community and excitement  
around the workplace program

• Discover how to optimize workplace  
strategy and design
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Comfy, a Siemens Company
Comfy, a Siemens company, was established in 2012 and serves customers and their employees 
worldwide. With a consumer-grade app designed to improve employee safety, engagement and 
productivity, Comfy provides the link between employee facilities utilization and corporate real 
estate insights and planning.

Intelligent Workplaces  
for Dynamic Businesses
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To learn more about how Flexible Spaces can help you determine 
portfolio needs with a data driven approach:

Call: (510) 972-9709
Email: info@comfyapp.com
Visit our website: www.comfyapp.com

Actionable Insights
With new working modes, there are opportunities to track usage and preferences with Comfy technology. Corporate real estate leaders can 
use these insights to determine where portfolio space could most reasonably be released based on data, not conjecture.

PORTFOLIO VIEW

• Gauge portfolio utilization, with ability to drill into each site
• Select a portfolio campus and obtain a “quick view” of utilization
• Understand most utilized buildings within portfolio or campus
• Select by date range for historic or current view

BUILDING VIEW

• Gain immediate view into preferred and used floors
• See average and hourly utilization to gauge overall building viability
• Determine peak use to factor into space release decisions

FLOOR VIEW

• Understand room and desk occupancy levels to see preferred locations  
and space configurations

• Recognize clusters of use and correlate to user groups for  
planning purposes

• See average utilization to feed overall space planning
• Identify most and least utilized rooms for more efficient space planning
• View by tagged trait (i.e. team, capacity, amenities) to understand utilization  

trends and demand

Deep Knowledge: Workplace  
Technology and Change Management 

Comfy’s extensive experience implementing workplace 

technology solutions globally has allowed us to 

understand the complexities and risk of deployment. 

We combine these skills with change management best 

practices to deliver a well-architected blueprint for your 

new way of working.

“We recognized that technology, combined with a 

thoughtful change management process, would help 

our clients successfully navigate new hybrid workplace 

scenarios,” said Erica Eaton, Comfy CEO. “This playbook 

helps organize the people side of the equation: their 

motivations, behaviors and engagement toward a 

successful transition.”

Learn More 
For more information on our approach to change management,  
please email info@comfyapp.com

Visit our website: www.comfyapp.com
Phone: 510.972.9709

Multiple Ways to Succeed  

Comfy provides the Change Management Playbook to 

every customer, with options for implementation: 

• Self-Serve: Follow the change management journey 
independently, leveraging your internal teams to 
manage the step-by-step approach.

• Partner-Assist: Acquire additional help available 
through Comfy’s Partner Ecosystem, trained on the 
playbook methods.

Change 
Management 
Playbook
Intelligent Workplaces
for Dynamic Businesses

Monitor and Reassess
• Comfy Tools

Create Your CM Plan
• Planning Considerations

Define How to Engage 
• Change Methods
• Communication Channels

Know Your Audience
• Target Audiences
• Key Messages

Four Key Practices to 
Ensuring Your  
Change Success

Basics of  
Change 
Management
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STEP 01

Discover

Learn about Comfy

Assess the degree of change 

Define the business case  
and objectives

Identify key stakeholders  
and champions

CORE CM TEAM 
IT | Real Estate & Facilities

CM SPONSOR
Executive Leadership

STEP 02

Plan

Develop a plan of action

Onboard, coordinate,  
and align with stakeholders  
and champions

CORE CM TEAM 
IT | Real Estate & Facilities

EXTENDED CM STAKEHOLDERS
HR | EHS | Security |  
Corporate Comms | Legal

CONSOLE ADMINISTRATORS

STEP 03

Engage

Execute the change 
management plan

Adopt consistent messaging and 
diverse forms of communication

CORE CM TEAM 
IT | Real Estate & Facilities

BUSINESS UNIT MANAGERS

CHANGE CHAMPIONS

STEP 04

Adapt

Evaluate adoption of the change

Solicit feedback from 
stakeholders and users

Apply lessons learned and  
address any gaps

CORE CM TEAM 
IT | Real Estate & Facilities

BUSINESS UNIT MANAGERS

CHANGE CHAMPIONS

CONSOLE ADMINISTRATORS

A typical Change Management process maps to these four journey 
steps in your Comfy implementation. This chapter provides more 
detail about each step and the team players involved.
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CM Process Overview

We want you to hit the ground running.  
And that means getting the right info to  
spark your change process. From the 
moment you kick off, through to ongoing 
support, we have developed tools to 
assist with your Comfy implementation.

These tools are continually evolving! 
For the latest updates, please reach out 
to your Comfy representative for login 
credentials and visit our Customer Center 
portal at https://toolkit.comfyapp.com/ 

Know that 
we’ve got  
tools for you
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